
Senatorial vote needed for the 
settlement on no electricity for 3 
weeks , which was overly 
unreasonable length of time 
causing bodily damage to G.R. 
Stewart 

  

 

   
 

Outline for the Dominion Resources Damages   North of Old Dominion campus who didn't respond to 

the need for accommodation due to it either, when contacted in 2005 about it. We do not know the 

employees who were neglecting our calls at Dominion Resources. The outage line was answered usually. 

1.  2003 Hurricane Isabell causing full electrical outage from 4 minutes of rain and high wind in our 

area. EDGEWATER AT MAGNOLIA & POWAHTAN AVE.  Went without power for 3 weeks on 

McLean Ave. Even though they Dominion Resources were notified by Ms. Stewart daily.  

 

2 .Phoned Dominion Resources daily and was told that the other neighborhoods were more important. 

1. Temperatures in the second level are quite warm for humans in the Fall here. Air conditioning 

was being used and required through November. Sun heats things up. 

2. Don't tell me we couldn't have had our electricity 

3. After one week the College plus one block area had their power, 5 blocks away they had 

electricity and we didn't. 

4. Persistently called daily and no one came to reconnect it for 2 more weeks.  Not knowing the 

expected day of restoration we could even- expect kept us from going to a Hotel as we got the 

impression it would be on at any time. It was as if we were the wrong planet and we didn't know 

they thought it.  The outage line was used and a live person answered ,female .  

5. By Nov.11 after climbing the 13th stair that day , the heat had collapsed a disk too much-  and 

no walking was then  possible nor moving due the extreme pain caused by the softening and 

breaking of the disk. Cool was part of the management for the past 5 yrs. and no collapses had 

occurred.. since the acorn jogger incident and the campus act of violence the day before it 

NOv.98' 

6. It is medically 3 times worse each time   a Disk- breakage occurs and so far the second one did 

take three times as long to stand and walk. The recovery is less than the prior one and the 

resulting pain is worse and longer and happens easier now than before. It was 6 mos. before a 

step was taken or even a weightless chair was sat in .6 more additional months to try and walk 

again. This was not a condition to return to classes or work, and permanent damage had 

occurred physically. Not just financially on the computer because of no electricity. 

7. So....another collapse could be crippling to not walking ever again or 3 yrs. of recovery time. 

Next time and is now more susceptible to another collapse than before the unreasonably long 

Dominion Resources neglectful outage at this address. 
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8. Unreasonable amounts of time must be acknowledged and damages paid to the victim G.R 

Stewart in the amount of comparable numbers as the McDonalds case from overly hot cups of 

coffee causing third degree burns. However this damage is 3 times worse than those 3rd degree 

burns. Since The McDonalds case settled for$ 10.85 million dollars and paid 30% to the victim  

and we would settle for a 30% deposit now of  $33 million dollars from this  Dominion Resources 

case payable to G.R. Stewart 1520 McLean Ave. Norfolk Va. 23508 Christmasegg 757-423-2196 

cc Abby Witt In request of assistance from the President for a senatorial vote since no one would help 

G.R. Stewart with this complaint to Dominion Resources. 

cc.Ken Schrad  of SCC.gov. 


